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ABSTRACT 

This abstract aims at giving an overview of implementing safety and security services in vehicular systems of 

today and future development. Road traffic statistics have shown that most of the accidents occur due to lack of 

advanced safety measures resulting in higher fatalities and injuries. The project aims at providing safety system 

based on electronic sensor technologies 

Therefore vehicle manufacturers are paying increased attention to this issue when developing new cars. The 

modern car is designed with particular emphasis to ensure a high level of safety of passengers and other road 

users. To ensure a high level of safety, vehicles are fitted with systems that supports certain conducting 

activities, and in Some cases they can replace the driver, for example in a traffic accident the system could 

Report the location of the vehicle to hospital and call for help to their relatives or friends Number  which  are 

entered already. Nowadays the safety played an important role in automobiles. Every customers need safety 

while driving. Even though we had many of the safety features in automobile, our state “TAMIL NADU” stands 

in number one at last road accident survey report. This statement tells we aren’t improving in the technology. So 

we have the project is named as “PASS”. We provide the “GPS” tracking system and sensor to rectify that 

problems .if the accidents happen the message will be sending to the hospital automatically by using GPS, 

GSM. The another special case in this system is it automatically intimates the driver if there is any fault exists in 

the vehicle and the engine runs only after the rectification of fault. 

Keywords: Risk analysis, Risk factor matrix; Decision-making, Basic network in GPS & GSM 

PASS. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Vehicle Safety in the automotive industry refers to special technology (advanced driver assistance systems) 

developed to ensure the safety and security of automobiles and passengers. The term encompasses a broad 

umbrella of projects and devices within the automotive world. Notable examples include car-to-computer 

communication devices which utilize GPS tracking features, geo-fencing capabilities, remote speed sensing, 

theft deterrence, damage mitigation, and vehicle-to-vehicle communication. 

Advanced Driver Assistance Systems, or ADAS, are systems to help the driver in the driving process. When 

designed with a safe human-machine interface, they should increase car safety and more generally road safety 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automotive_industry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Advanced_driver_assistance_systems
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GPS
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human-machine_interface
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Car_safety
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Road_safety
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Automobile safety is the study and practice of design, construction, equipment and regulation to minimize the 

occurrence and consequences of traffic collisions. Roaad traffic safety more broadly includes roadway design. 

 

A. HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION AND RISK ASSESSMENT APPROACH TO PROTOTYPE 

OF ADVANCE SAFETY SYSTEM (PASS) 

Conduct and document an initial assessment of the workplace to identify driver careless ness,equipment , human 

error and areas requiring safeguarding to protect personal and the procedures used for the control these hazards. 

The assessment:  

 In this new PASS method called (PROTOTYPE OF ADVANCE SAFETY SYSTEM). PASS implements 

not only a quantitative risk analysis of error modes, but also a quantitative assessment of critical organization 

factors affecting person’s safety. Providing a consistent method for the integration of data analysis in PASS 

presents a higher level of accuracy and reliability with respect to HFMEA method. Must be update whenever 

Driver careless ness, equipment’s , human error  and  safeguards or process are added , removed or changed 

.Must be reviewed at the least annually to verify it is current. 

 

STEP IN Hazards Identification and Risk Assessment (HIRA) 

 Hazard identification of process 

 Quantitative and Qualitative analysis of risk associated in each process 

 Prioritizing the risk level 

 Mitigation and control measures are recommended 

SAFETY TOOLS and HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION METHODS 

 

 Brainstorm 

 Research the disaster and emergency history of the community  

 Review Existing Plans 

 Investigate similar hazard identification efforts in neighboring communities  

 Interview key personnel 

 Determine secondary hazards. 

 

UNSAFE ACT 

Performance of a task or other activity that is conducted in a manner that may thread the health and safety of 

workers. Lack of or improper use PPE. 

 

UNSAFE CONDITION  

A condition in the work place that is likely to cause property damages or injury .poor housekeeping, defective 

tools, equipment’s or supplies 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Traffic_collision
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Road_traffic_safety
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B. SCOPE OF THE PROJECT 

 Analysis of the past vehicle accident data recorded to identify the high hazardous processes. 

 Field visit are useful to know the actual process of manufacturing to assess the current level of safety and to 

interact with the labors to obtain first-hand information on the current level of safety risk at work and the past 

accident.  

 To carry out  Risk Error Analysis, Checklist ,Event Tree Analysis , FMEA/FMECA Risk  factor matrix, 

Hierarchy control for each and every step of the manufacturing process systematically and to suggest safe work 

procedure to control the hazards. 

C.OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT 

• Detailed study of vehicle accidents. 

• Identification for the causes of accident in automobiles. 

• Study and design of fault diagnose system in the vehicles (GPS& GSM) specific to automobiles. 

• To create a prototype of fault diagnoses system in the vehicles (GPS & GSM) specific to automobiles. 

•  to test and validate the results obtained. 

• To study the appropriate accident causes and analyzes the major and minor hazards in the vehicles. 

 

II.REVIEW OF LITERTURE 

Vehicle state estimation using on-board dynamic sensors have been widely researched (Aoki et al., 2005) (Chen 

et al., 2008) (Zhao et al., 2011) and applied in motion control of vehicle (Chung et al., 2006) (Geng et al., 

2009). However, the measurements of dynamic sensor such as gyroscope and accelerometers are often 

influenced by strong noise, bias, gravity on bank road, and the wind effect is also not properly captured. The 

variation of estimation model’s parameters like cornering stiffness according to road condition is another 

problem in state estimation of vehicle. Since the last decade, global positioning system (GPS) has been a 

candidate for vehicle state estimation. Besides the absolute position of vehicle, GPS receiver can provide other 

motion measurement that cannot be obtained from conventional dynamic sensor. They are velocity and attitude 

angle or course angle of vehicle. 

 

III. STATE-OF-ART REVIEW OF PROTOTYPE OF ADVANCE SAFETY SYSTEM (PASS) 

In order to support effective risk assessment, over recent year’s professionals and manager of the healthcare 

sectors looked at methods and techniques widely adopted in the vehicle safety system. 

DRIVER’S CARELESS 

Nowadays nobody interested to help others. If the accident happen, nobody inform to the hospital by this system 

the GPS sends the message automatically after the accident happen. 

If the accident made by the driver, to reduce this we provide the GPS tracking system in the cars. The parts 

include in this system is follows. 

1. GPS  

2. Air bag unit 
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AIR BAG CONTROL UNIT 

• Airbag control unit (ACU) is a specific type of ECU monitors a number of related sensors within the vehicle. 

• The signals from the various sensors are fed into the Airbag control unit, which determines from them the 

angle of impact, the severity, or force of the crash, along with other variables.  

• Then it orders the inflator to inflate the air bag.  

CRASH SENSOR 

• The airbag sensor is a small integrated circuit with integrated micro mechanical elements.  

• The microscopic mechanical element moves in response to rapid deceleration, and this motion causes a 

change in capacitance. 

• This is detected by the electronics on the chip that then sends a signal to fire the airbag 

GSM UNIT 

GSM modem is used for transmitting and receiving the data. SIM 300 is a tri- band GSM/GPRS engine. It 

works on various frequencies i.e. EGSM 900MHz, DCS 1800MHz and PCS 1900MHz. 

DASH BOARD 

Dash board is a board which is shown all details to the driver. It is one of the main parts in FDS. When we 

engage the key, the dash board gets the power first. 

 

A.RISK ASSESSMENT 

QUALITATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT (Probability & severity value of Occurrence of Hazards ) 

Table .1. Probability & severity value 

 

Table 2. Risk Assessment matrix 

 Hazards probability ratings     

 P(EM) 

Severity of 

consequences 

rating D(EM) 

 

5 

 

4 

 

3 

 

2 

 

1 

  5 25 20 15 10 5 

4 20 16 12 8 4 

3 15 12 9 6 3 A UNACCEPTABLE 18-36 

2 10 8 6 4 2 B UNDESIRABLE 10-16 

1 5 4 3 2 1 C ACCEPTABLE WITH CONTROL 5-9 

D ACCEPTABLE 1-4 
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Fig,no 1. Total no of accidents from 2008 to 2011. 

 

B.HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION AND RISK ANALYSIS DETAILS 

Table no .3 Accident Data Report & HIRA 

HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION AND RISK ANALYSIS 

PROCESS NAME: ROAD SAFETY AND PUBLIC SAFETY SYSTEM 

SYSTEM NAME: SAFETY  DETAILS 

SECTION : INDUSTRIAL SAFETY AND HAZARDS MANAGEMENT 

RISK DATA RISK  ASSESSMENT 

S.
N
O 

ACTIVITY/ 
HAZARDS 

RANKING RISK 
CLASSIFICATION LIKELIHOOD 

P* 
SEVERITY 

D* 
RISK 

INDEX 
R =P*D 

1. Physical injury to hand and 
leg/fatality 

5 2 10    First aid incident  

2. Over speed /without control the 
vehicle 

4 10 40 Major 

3. Driver carelessness/ drink and 
drive 

5 6 30 Moderate 

4. Collisions of opp.vehicle/fire 
explosion’s  

4 8 32 Moderate 

5. Without safety device (seat belt, 
air bag etc.) 

3 4 12 First aid incident 

6. Without informed hospital 5        10 50 Major 

7 with informed hospital 5 2 10 Save life/First aid 
incident/Death 
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1.Risk Control Measures Doc. Sheet 

2. Performance Shaping Factors (PSF) 

3. Risk Factors R= P × D
 
   

4. Suggesting Effective Control measures for the identified activities. 

 

IV. MODEL DESIGN TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION ADVANCE SAFETY SYSTEM 

(PASS) 

  

Fig .2.  Model Design Technology in PASS                   Fig .3.  Model Design Technology in PASS 

 

A. PROTOTYPE OF ADVANCED SAFETY SYSTEM (PASS) IN THE VEHICLES 

 

Fig .4.  Model Design Technology in PASS 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

   The study reviews the impact of vehicle accidents. The sources of accidents and Control method to reduce the 

accidents are discussed briefly in the above chapter.  

 In the event tree analysis method in death of analysis of various hazards due to driver carelessness, weather 

condition etc. and is obtained from the theoretical and practical approach (prototype model). I conclude that 

when the accident happen the crash sensor activate the air bag and turn on the GSM.  The GSM waits for the 

request, If request accept the GPS turn on. That GPS connects with the satellite and the GSM sends the 

message to the hospitals display which is near to that place. The GSM sends the message to the numbers which 

is entered already. That numbers may be yours friend or relatives or your family members by this they know 

what happen to us and where we admit. The result of study shows that there is a need to adopt a systematic 

approach to provide proper procedure and safe working environment. To achieve that objective theoretical 

formulation has been framed to meet the practical challenges  
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